Icon Fine Art Department Price List
FINE ART CHROMOGENIC C-PRINTS
created using the latest Light Jet Technology - Maximum printed image area is 48”wide x 120” in length
Standard Media Paper Options
Kodak Super Endura VC - Glossy/ Luster/ Matte - 48”x fall
Fujicolor Crystal Archive Super Type C – Glossy/Matte - 48”x fall
Normal Turn Around for Standard Substrates is based on quantity and work required. In general, tests
require 2 to 4 business days and finals require 3 to 7 business days from approval to produce. Every project has different needs that
affect the timeline, so after your initial consult we can give you a more accurate turnaround.
Fine Art Chromogenic C-Print Pricing
Tests prints larger than 11x14 in size:
16"x20"
Add $8
20"x24"
Add $20
Strip Tests at 100% of final output:
12"x48"
$30
12"x60"
$65
Additional Test Print Fees: (If you decide to switch papers an additional test is required for approval)
11"x14"
$20
16"x20"
$25
20"x24"
$40
File Enhancement
$60 per hour beyond your initial 15 included minutes
Private Client Session$80 per hour, appt. required.
Up to 10"x12"
Up to 12"x15"

$50 (*additional prints, $25 each)
$60 (*additional prints, $30 each)

Up to 16"x20"
Up to 20"x20"
Up to 20"x25"
Up to 20"x30"
Up to 30"x30"
Up to 30"x35"
Up to 30"x40"
Up to 40"x40"
Up to 40"x50"
Up to 48"x48"
Up to 48"x60"
Up to 48"x70"
Up to 48"x80"
Up to 48"x90"
Up to 48"x100"
Up to 48"x110"
Up to 48"x120"

$75 (*additional prints, $35 each)
$95 (*additional prints, $37.50 each)
$110 (*additional prints, $50 each)
$135 (*additional prints, 62.50 each)
$160 (*additional prints, $75 each)
$175 (*additional prints, $82.50 each)
$185 (*additional prints, $87.50 each)
$195 (*additional prints, $92.50 each)
$210 (*additional prints, $100 each)
$220 (*additional prints, $110 each)
$235 (*additional prints, $112.50 each)
$285 (*additional prints, $137.50 each)
$335 (*additional prints, $162.50 each)
$395 (*additional prints, $187.50 each)
$410 (*additional prints, $200 each)
$445 (*additional prints, $222.50 each)
$480 (*additional prints, $235 each)

*Additional print prices are for prints ordered and printed of the same image, at the same time, on the same paper surface.
Your final test is very important as a guide- when ordering further editions you can save up to 30% if you have your final test and the
print file.
Special Media Paper Options
Kodak Endura Metallic - 48” by fall - prices are 25% lower than listed below
Kodak Endura Duratran or Duraclear - 48” by fall - minimum order $1,000
Fuji Flex Crystal Archive, a.k.a. Super Gloss - 48” by fall - minimum order $300
Normal Turn Around for Special Media Substrates is based on quantity and work required. In general, tests require 3 to 5 business
days and finals require 5 to 10 business days from approval to produce. Every project has different needs that affect the timeline, so
after your initial consult we can give you a more accurate turnaround. Also please note these medias are not run daily so more time
may be required for your project.

Photographic Special Media Pricing
Prices include: Free consultation, one 8"x10" or 11"x14" test print & up to 15 min of file prep/adjustments
Tests prints larger than 11x14 in size:
16"x20"
Add $15
20"x24"
Add $30
Strip Tests at 100% of final output:
12"x48"
$55
Additional Test Print Fees: (If you decide to switch papers an additional test is required for approval)
11"x14"
$30
16"x20"
$38
20"x24"
$50
File Enhancement
$60 per hour beyond your initial 15 included minutes
Private Client Session
$80 per hour, appointment required.
Up to 10"x12"
Up to 12"x15"
Up to 16"x20"
Up to 20"x20"
Up to 20"x25"
Up to 20"x30"
Up to 30"x30"
Up to 30"x35"
Up to 30"x40"

$85 (*additional prints, $42.50 each)
$95 (*additional prints, $47.50 each)
$110 (*additional prints, $55 each)
$130 (*additional prints, $65 each)
$150 (*additional prints, $75 each)
$195 (*additional prints, $97.50 each)
$255 (*additional prints, $112.50 each)
$280 (*additional prints, $140 each)
$293 (*additional prints, $146.50 each)

Up to 40"x40" $325 (*additional prints, $162.50 each)
Up to 40"x50" $350 (*additional prints, $175 each)
Up to 48"x48" $375 (*additional prints, $187.50 each)
Up to 48"x60" $450 (*additional prints, $225 each)
Up to 48"x70" $500 (*additional prints, $250 each)
Up to 48"x80” $575 (*additional prints, $287.50 each)
Up to 48"x90" $650 (*additional prints, $325 each)
Up to 48"x100" $725 (*additional prints, $362.50 each)
Up to 48"x110" $800 (*additional prints, $400 each)
Up to 48"x120" $875 (*additional prints, $437.50 each)
*Additional print prices are for prints ordered and printed of the same image, at the same time, on the same paper surface.
Your final test is very important as a guide- when ordering further editions you can save up to 30% if you have your final test and the
print file.
Normal Turn Around for Special Media Substrates is based on quantity and work required. In general, tests require 3 to 5 business
days and finals require 5 to 10 business days from approval to produce. Every project has different needs that affect the timeline, so
after your initial consult we can give you a more accurate turnaround.
Shipping your print directly to your client, framer or gallery? For an additional charge we can secure-pack your prints to withstand the
rigors of shipping!
50% Deposit required for all work requested
Prices subject to change at anytime
Fine Art Pigment Inkjet Prints
Archival Pigment Prints using Epson UltraChrome K3 inks. These prints are proven to be more archival than traditional C-prints when
cared for properly. If you are interested in Archival documentation please visit the Wilhelm Certification website:
http://www.wilhelm-research.com/

We offer over 20 different types of Museum Grade Papers by makers such as Epson, Canson, Hahnemuhle and others to meet the
needs of the various artistic visions.. Please make an appointment to discuss which paper would suit your needs.
Maximum printed width is 60”, but some papers do have size limitations.
Normal Turn Around for Pigment Prints is based on quantity and work required. In general, tests require 3 to 5 business days and
finals require up to 5 to 10 business days from approval to produce. Every project has different needs that affect the timeline, so after
your initial consult we can give you a more accurate completion date.
Archival Pigment Prints Pricing
Pricing includes a free consultation, one 8"x10" or a 11"x14" test print & up to 15 min of file prep/adjustments.
Tests prints larger than 11x14 in size:
16"x20"
Add $15
20"x24"
Add $30

Strip Tests at 100% of final output:
12"x30"
$40
12"x60"
$75

File Enhancement

$60 per hour beyond your initial 15 included
minutes

Private Client
Session

$80 per hour, appointment required.

Up to 8"x10"
Up to 11"x14"
Up to 16"x20"
Up to 18"x20"
Up to 20"x20"

$65 (*additional prints, $32.50 each)
$80 (*additional prints, $40 each)
$100 (*additional prints, $50 each)
$110 (*additional prints, $55 each)
$120 (*additional prints, $60 each)

Up to 20"x25"
$150 (*additional prints, $62.50 each)
Up to 20"x30"
$170 (*additional prints, $85 each)
Up to 25"x30"
$195 (*additional prints, $97.50 each)
Up to 20"x40"
$240 (*additional prints, $120 each)
Up to 20"x60"
$345 (*additional prints, $172.50 each)
Up to 30"x30"
$200 (*additional prints, $100 each)
Up to 30"x35"
$230 (*additional prints, $115 each)
Up to 30"x40"
$250 (*additional prints, $125 each)
Up to 35"x40"
$265 (*additional prints, $132.50 each)
Up to 30"x50"
$280 (*additional prints, $140 each)
Up to 30"x60"
$300 (*additional prints, $150 each)
Up to 40"x40"
$285 (*additional prints, $142.50 each)
Up to 40"x50"
$340 (*additional prints, $170 each)
Up to 40"x60"
$440 (*additional prints, $220 each)
Up to 40"x70"
$490 (*additional prints, $245 each)
Up to 40"x80"
$540 (*additional prints, $270 each)
Up to 50"x50"
$395 (*additional prints, $197.50 each)
Up to 50"x60"
$470 (*additional prints, $235 each)
Up to 50"x70"
$545 (*additional prints, $272.50 each)
Up to 50"x80"
$630 (*additional prints, $315 each)
Up to 60"x60"
$600 (*additional prints, $300 each)
Up to 60"x70"
$700 (*additional prints, $350 each)
Up to 60"x80"
$800 (*additional prints, $400 each)
Up to 60"x90"
$900 (*additional prints, $450 each)
Up to 60"x100"
$1000 (*additional prints, $500 each)
Up to 60"x110"
$1100 (*additional prints, $550 each)
Up to 60"x120"
$1200 (*additional prints, $600 each)
* Additional Pigment Prints must be ordered at the same time as initial prints and must be printed on the same paper stock. Put your
final test print and final print file in a safe place because when you provide your final print file and final test print when
reordering, you save 20% on your re-order!

Normal Turn Around for Pigment Prints is based on quantity and work required. In general, tests require 3 to 5 business days and
finals require up to 5 to 10 business days from approval to produce. Every project has different needs that affect the timeline, so after
your initial consult we can give you a more accurate turnaround.
All files are purged from our servers after 14 days. Please back up your files on your computer and hard drive; CD and DVDs are not
reliable for archiving. Icon is not liable for any data issues after 14 days.
Shipping your print directly to your client, framer or gallery? For an additional charge we can secure-pack your prints to withstand the
rigors of shipping!
50% Deposit required for all work requested
Prices subject to change at anytime

